This study is to understand the impact of operating condition, especially initial operation temperature (T ini ) which is set in high temperature range, on the temperature profile of the interface between PEM (polymer electrolyte membrane) and catalyst layer at the cathode (i.e., the reaction surface) in a single PEFC (polymer electrolyte fuel cell). A 1D multi-plate heat transfer model based on the temperature data of separator measured using thermograph in a power generation experiment was developed to evaluate the reaction surface temperature (T react ). This study investigated the effects of flow rate, relative humidity and type of supply gas as well as T ini on the temperature distribution on reaction surface. The results obtained in O 2 supply case show that, the temperature rise at the segments near the outlet of cell decreases with increasing T ini irrespective of relative humidity of supply gas (RH), while it is not seen in air supply case. Regarding the segments except near the outlet in O 2 supply case, T react -T ini increases with increasing T ini for 40% RH. The temperature distribution on reaction surface in O 2 supply case is wider with increasing T ini as well as decreasing RH, though that in air supply case is relatively even.
Introduction
 PEFC (polymer electrolyte fuel cell) is an attractive and clean power generation technology. However, there are some barriers preventing the widespread use of PEFCs among industries and homes worldwide. Some of such barriers are the reduction in the power generation performance and life span caused by the uneven distributions of a mass concentration and temperature inside a single cell of PEFC. Localized rise of temperature caused by local heat generation and poor gas diffusion blocked by the condensed water were thought to be reasons for the uneven temperature distribution [1] [2] [3] .
The temperature distribution inside a single cell of PEFC is crucial to the performance of PEFC. Uneven temperature distribution could cause degradations of PEM (polymer electrolyte membrane) and catalyst layer. Localized temperature rise would cause thermal decomposition of PEM. The PEM could also be broken by thermal stress caused by the uneven temperature distribution [2, 4] . Temperature distribution also influences the phase change of water. Water's behavior influences the performance of the PEM and gas flows in GDL (gas diffusion layer) and catalyst layer. Hence, it is important to understand the temperature distribution in single cell of PEFC in order to improve the power generation performance and realize the long life span, which is the aim of this study.
Ref. [5] reported the current density and temperature distributions in a PEFC under several operation conditions. The temperature distribution was measured by 10 very thin thermocouples located between GDL and catalyst layer at the cathode in this study. However, the width of the insulator covering thermocouple was one tenth of the gas channel width and many thermocouples were installed in the cell, resulting that the interference of thermocouples on mass, temperature and current density distributions was inevitable. Ref. [6] also measured the temperature distributions using the micro temperature sensor with a sensing area of 400 μm × 400 μm. Since this sensor was embedded in the cathode flow channel of separator, the temperature near the interface between PEM and catalyst layer at cathode, which is named as a reaction surface in the present paper, was not measured. In another study conducted by Nishimura et al. [7] , the temperature distributions on separator's back of single cell of PEFC were measured by thermograph. Without disturbing heat and mass transfer due to installation of sensor, the temperature distribution under power generation conditions was measured accurately. Based on the measuring data, the study tried to build an empirical model to predict the temperature distribution on reaction surface. According to a literature survey by the study, there was no previous study on estimating the temperature distribution on reaction surface from measured temperature data at separator's back. If the heat transfer model to predict the temperature distribution on reaction surface with the measured separator back's temperature would be developed, the temperature distribution on reaction surface could be easily estimated without difficult and complex temperature measurement.
In previous studies conducted by Nishimura et al. [8, 9] , in order to estimate the temperature distribution inside single cell of PEFC, a 1D multi-plate heat transfer model using the temperature data of separator's back measured by thermograph under power generation was developed. Since the single cell of PEFC consists of some components having plate shapes such as PEM, catalyst layer, GDL and separator, the previous studies by Nishimura et al. [8, 9] proposed the heat transfer model assuming the heat transfer through multi-plates for these components of the cell. The reaction surface temperature (T react ) was calculated using the heat transfer model. This is a new approach to identify the heat transfer mechanism in single cell of PEFC by means of the data measured by the thermograph and the model developed.
Comparing the results from the model with the other heat transfer models proposed in previous studies [10] [11] [12] , there are differences among them, e.g., heat source. Ref. [10] developed a simplified 1D model, which considered for the heat transfer from PEM, catalyst layer, anode/cathode diffusion media and backing plate, based on Fourier's thermal conduction equation. This particular model [10] considered various heat sources such as Joule heating from PEM, entropic loss, activation and concentration overpotential, and Joule heating in catalyst layer. According to Ref. [10] , the difference between T react and the backing plate (= separator) temperature was approximately 4.5 °C when the current density was 1.0 A/cm 2 and the backing plate end temperature was 80 °C. Ref. [11] proposed another 1D model, which considered the heat transfer among MEA (membrane electrode assembly), catalyst layer, GDL, and carbon current collector by investigating various types of Nafion PEMs such as NER-212, Nafion 112, Nafion 115, and Nafion 117. In the model [11] , the heat transfer through the in-plane direction of the cell was neglected and that toward the through-plane direction was investigated based on Fourier's thermal conduction equation. In addition, mole enthalpy of anode and cathode supply gas, vaporization enthalpy of water and reaction enthalpy were considered [11] . The difference between T react and the separator's back temperature was found to be about 4 °C under the condition that MEA temperature was 85 °C. Ref. [12] developed a nonisothermal 2D model that considered the heat transfer among PEM, catalyst layer and GDL, in which thermal conduction through the cell components was considered. Additionally, heat capacitance and heat generation/depletion parameters, including the thermodynamic irreversibility, heat generation by exothermic reaction, electron and proton transport resistance, and the phase change of water, were considered for Nafion PEMs. According to Ref. [12] , the difference between T react and the temperature of current collector contacting the GDL at the cell voltage of 0.40 V was found to be 4 °C when using Nafion 115.
Although there were differences in terms of heat transfer calculations between the model developed by the present study and the other heat transfer models proposed in previous studies [10] [11] [12] , the temperature gradients for the targeted regions under the similar operation conditions were almost the same [8] . Thus, it can be believed that, the heat transfer model
proposed in the present study is reasonable.
The aim of the present paper is to predict the temperature distribution on the reaction surface under high temperature operation such as 90 °C condition, which is the target temperature for a stationary PEFC system during the duration from 2020 to 2030 according to NEDO road map [13] in Japan. If the PEFC system is operated at higher temperature than usual temperature, the following advantages can be obtained [14] : (1) an electrochemical reaction in catalyst layer is promoted, and (2) the tolerable concentration of CO which is by-product from a reforming of hydrocarbon fuel can be higher. However, the impact of hot spot on PEM becomes larger under high temperature operation condition. Therefore, it is more important to understand the temperature distribution on reaction surface under high temperature operation condition. This study also investigates the effects of initial operation temperature (T ini ), flow rate, relative humidity and type of supply gas on temperature distribution on reaction surface. Fig. 1 illustrates the multi-plate single cell PEFC module used in this study. In the module, the separator's back is the opposite side of surface contacting GDL. The separator's back surface temperatures T surf, c and T surf, a were measured using thermograph.
Calculation Procedures

1D Multi-plate Heat Transfer Model
The heat transfer across the module is assumed to be in 1D direction only. In the module, the cell is divided into a gas channel and a rib part. In Fig. 1 
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upper and lower parts represent rib part and channel part, respectively. For both parts, the heat transfer was assumed to be in the through-plane direction. The reaction heat generated on reaction surface is transferred to the cathode and anode sides separately. Although the gas flowing through the gas channel from the inlet to the outlet of the cell carries away some heat, the amount of heat taken is less than 1% of the estimated reaction heat of approximately 20 W [8] . Therefore, the heat carried away by the gas flow was neglected in this model. Additionally, the mass flow rate of gas flowing through the gas channel is very small ranging from 10 -8 to 10 -6 kg/s, resulting that the thermal conduction of gas in the gas channel is assumed since the gas is thought to be static.
Heat Generation Rate by Reaction
The heat generation rate H react as a reaction product is calculated as the follows:
where, E i is the ideal (total) energy generation rate by the water formation from H 2 and O 2 based on higher heating value except T ini = 100 °C. The lower heating value is adopted for T ini = 100 °C. W E is the electric work generated by PEFC. E i and W E are expressed as follows: Here, the stoichiometric ratio is the ratio of the feed amount of H 2 or O 2 to that required to generate a current of 20 A. The flow rate of supply gas (H 2 ) at the stoichiometric ratio of 1.0 is defined as follows. 
The actual stoichiometric ratio of supply gas was confirmed, using the mass flow controller installed at the inlet of the single cell and the mass flow mater installed at the outlet of the cell in the power generation experiment [7] .
Heat-Balance Equations for Calculating Reaction Surface Temperature
The heats transferred in the model proposed are expressed as Eqs. (6)- (10): k PEM is the thermal conductivity of PEM. Table 1 lists the specification of cell components used in the model. The materials of PEM, catalyst layer, GDL and separator are Nafion 115, compound of platinum and carbon, carbon paper and carbon graphite, respectively. The thickness values listed here are the same as those of the components used by previous studies [7, 15, 16] .
In Table 1 , the effective thermal conductivities of porous media k, are the values of the cell components used in the present experiment and in Refs. [7, 10] . Since the effective thermal conductivities given in Table 1 are obtained when the cell component pores are filled with air at room temperature, the corrected effective thermal conductivities are calculated for the cell component pores filled with H 2 or O 2 at 80 °C or 90 °C or 100 °C, which were the T ini value assumed in this study. In this calculation, the thermal conductivities of each gas are from The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers [17] .
In order to solve Eqs. (6)- (9), the temperatures measured using the thermograph were substituted into these equations as T surf, c and T surf, a . The operation conditions used for power generation in order to measure temperatures with thermograph are given in Table 2 . Analysis using 1D multi-plate heat transfer is carried out by means of the data obtained under these conditions. The experimental procedure for measuring temperature during power generation has been explained in Ref. [7] .
In order to use the temperature data measured by thermograph in 1D multi-plate heat transfer model, the image of in-plane temperature distribution is divided into segments of 10 mm × 10 mm each, as shown in Fig. 2 . Although the power generation area is 50 mm × 50 mm, the observation area is set to be 40 mm × 50 mm to prevent a gas leak through observation window in the experiments. The gas channel width and the rib width of investigated separator are 10 mm and the number of gas channel is 5. The segment includes the * including some exception condition as shown in Table 3 . area consisting of five pairs of rib and gas channel. The average temperature in each segment at anode and cathode was used for the separator's back temperature in 1D multi-plate heat transfer model. The segment is named A to T along the gas flow direction as shown in Fig. 2 . Regarding segments A and T, the insulators covering the gas pipes interfere with the thermograph measurement in some area of the segment as it can be seen in Fig. 2 . In this study, the effective temperature of segments A and T were obtained by removing the temperature data that were interfered by the insulator from the total temperature data in each segment. In the heat transfer analysis, it was assumed that T surf, c on the rib side was equal to T surf, c on the channel side as well as T surf, a because the difference between them could not be recognized by the measured data.
By the comparison of temperature distribution between in-plane and through-plane, the difference between T react, rib and T react, chan was found to be small, i.e., less than 1 °C [11, 12, 18] , while the temperature difference between reaction surface and separator's back was approximately 1-7 °C in the present study. Consequently, it is believed that the heat flow in the through-plane direction dominates the heat transfer in the cell.
Considering the above described assumptions and Eqs. (6)- (14), the reaction surface temperature T react is expressed as follows: Fig. 3 shows the effect of T ini on temperature distribution on reaction surface simulated by the 1D model when the relative humidity of supply gas was 80% RH and the stoichiometric ratio of supply gases were 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0, respectively. It can be seen that the effect of flow rate of supply gas on the temperature distribution was not significant. Fig. 3 shows that the reaction surface temperature rise, i.e., T react -T ini , at the segments from Q to T which are near the outlet of cell decreases with the increasing of T ini . The PEM was dehydrated with gas flowing through gas channel, especially near the outlet of cell due to accumulation of heat generated by power generation, which proceeded more at higher T ini . Consequently, the temperature drops near the outlet due to degradation of electrochemical reaction performance.
Results and Discussion
Temperature Distribution Calculated by 1D Multi-plate Heat Transfer Model
However, it is also seen that the difference of T react -T ini among various T ini is small at every segment except the segments near the outlet. From the voltages obtained by power generation experiments shown in Table 3 , the difference of power generation performance among various T ini is a small due to well humidification, especially T ini of 80 °C and 90 °C, resulting that the difference of T react -T ini is small.
In addition, it is found that T react -T ini drops at the segments H and M irrespective of T ini . Since these segments are located at the turn-round parts of gas channels as shown in Fig. 2 , the water droplets are easy to remain in the case of serpentine gas channel [19] used in the present experiment and the previous study [7] . The gas diffusion toward catalyst layer is disrupted in these segments, resulting that the electrochemical reaction is not occurred well. Thus, T react drops in these segments. Therefore, it is important to remove the water from the turn-round parts of gas channel in order to achieve the even in-plane temperature distribution on reaction surface. As to the segment D, it is also seen that T react -T ini drops. Since it is the inlet of the opposite anode side, resulting that the cell is cooled by the gas which is colder than the cell heated by reaction heat. Fig. 4 shows the effect of T ini on temperature distribution on reaction surface calculated by the 1D model in each segment in the cell for relative humidity of supply gas was 60% RH. The stoichiometric ratios of the supply gases were 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0. It can be seen that the effect of flow rate of supply gas on the temperature distribution was not significant. According to Fig. 4 , the similar (to Fig. 3 ) results can be seen, which is that T react -T ini at the segments from Q to T decreases with the increasing of T ini . In addition, the difference of T react -T ini among various T ini is small at every segment except the segments near the outlet. Though T reat -T ini drop is observed at the segments D and H, it can not be seen at the segment M, which is different to the results in Fig. 3 . Due to accumulation of heat generated, the temperature of gas flow through gas channel becomes higher and higher in flow direction, thus the liquid water is harder to form especially when the relative humidity is lower. Consequently, it is not observed that T react -T ini drops at the segment M (in Fig. 4) . Fig. 5 shows the effect of T ini on temperature distribution on reaction surface calculated by the 1D Table 3 Comparison of power generation performance obtained by power generation experiment among different operating conditions.
Cathode gas T ini (°C)
Relative humidity of supply gas (% RH) Flow rate of supply gas (Stoichiometric ratio) Current ( model in each segment in the cell for relative humidity of supply gas of 40% RH. The stoichiometric ratios of the supply gases were 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0. Though the effect of flow rate of supply gas on temperature distribution has been investigated, there is a few impact. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that T react -T ini at the segments from Q to T which is near the outlet of cell decreases with the increasing of T ini . The reason of this is thought to be the same in the case of 80% RH and 60% RH. However, compared to Figs. 3 and 4 , the different tendency is observed at the segments except the positions near the outlet. It can be seen that T react -T ini increases with the increasing of T ini . A water generated by electrochemical reaction is a little due to low relative humidity condition. Additionally, PEM is dehydrated more at higher T ini , which causes a degradation of proton conductivity of PEM. Since the power generation decreases, the energy which can not be converted to electricity but heat increases. The electrochemical reaction itself is carried out near the inlet of cell since the amount of supply gas is adequate, which provides the heat converted by electrochemical reaction, i.e., temperature rise. On the other hand, the electrochemical reaction performance itself is very poor near the outlet of cell due to huge dehydration by accumulated heat of gas flowing through gas channel from the inlet of cell, which leads to temperature drop. It is believed that this is the reason for that the temperature rise from T ini becomes high or not. Fig. 6 shows the effect of cathode gas type on the temperature distribution on reaction surface calculated by the 1D model in each segment in the cell for relative humidity of supply gas of 80% RH. The results obtained at the stoichiometric ratios of the supply gases of 2.0 and 3.0 were shown since the power generation was not carried out at the stoichiometric ratio of 1.5 and T ini of 100 °C in air supply case. As shown in Table 3 , the power generation was conducted at the current of 19.0 A for the stoichiometric ratio of 2.0 irrespective of T ini since the power generation was not carried out at the current of 20 A. Therefore, E i and W E were calculated on the basis of current of 19.0 A in this case.
According to Fig. 6 , it is seen that T react -T ini in air supply case is higher than that in O 2 supply case irrespective of T ini and flow rate of supply gas. Since the power generation performance in air supply case is worse than that in O 2 supply case as shown in Table 3 , H react in air supply case is higher than that in O 2 supply case according to Eq. (1), resulting in higher T react -T ini . It can be also seen that T react -T ini at the segments from Q to T does not decrease in air supply case, which is different compared to O 2 supply case. Since the flow rate of supply gas in air supply case is larger than that in O 2 supply case due to N 2 addition, it is believed that the reaction surface is cooled by the excess gas. Therefore, the accumulation of heat generated by power generation near the outlet of cell is not occurred, resulting that PEM is not dehydrated well and the temperature drop near the outlet of cell is not observed.
From the investigation by this study, the temperature distribution on reaction surface in O 2 supply case is wider with the increasing of T ini as well as the decreasing of relative humidity of supply gas, while the temperature distribution on reaction surface in air supply case is relatively even. However, T react -T ini in air supply case is higher than that in O 2 case, resulting that the dehydration of PEM is afraid. In addition, the power generation performance in air supply case is worse than that in O 2 supply case according to Table 3 . Consequently, it is necessary to introduce the procedure of cooling and hydrating PEM under high temperature operation. For instance, it can be proposed that the water discharged from the outlet of the cell reuses in the cell by recirculation pipe line.
In addition, the water transfer from the cathode to the anode or the reverse by controlling the difference of relative humidity of supply gas between the cathode and the anode might be also available. It is promising that the temperature elevation on reaction surface is prevented by the improvement of power generation performance with the additional water management system providing the effective energy conversion to electricity.
Conclusions
The temperature distribution on reaction surface was calculated by the 1D multi-plate heat transfer model proposed by this study under high temperature operation such as 90 °C condition. In addition, the effects of T ini , flow rate, relative humidity and type of supply gas on the temperature distribution on reaction surface have been also investigated. From the investigation of this study, the following conclusions have been obtained:
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(1) In the case of O 2 supply condition, T react -T ini at the segments from Q to T decreases with the increasing of T ini irrespective of relative humidity of supply gas. The PEM is dehydrated with gas flowing through gas channel, especially near the outlet of cell, which proceeds more at higher T ini , resulting that the temperature drops near the outlet due to degradation of electrochemical reaction performance. Regarding the segments except near the outlet, the effect of relative humidity of supply gas on the temperature distribution on reaction surface is confirmed. The difference of T react -T ini among various T ini is small for 80% RH and 60% RH, while T react -T ini increases with increasing T ini for 40% RH. This difference is brought about by the degradation of power generation performance due to dehydration of PEM.
(2) According to the comparison of temperature distribution on reaction surface between O 2 and air supply cases, T react -T ini in air supply case is higher than that in O 2 supply case irrespective of T ini and flow rate of supply gas since H react in air supply case is higher than that in O 2 supply case due to poor power generation performance. It is observed that T react -T ini at the segments from Q to T does not decrease in air supply case, while it decreases in O 2 supply case. Since the reaction surface is cooled by the excess gas, the temperature drops caused by dehydration of PEM due to the accumulation of heat generated by power generation near the outlet of cell is not occurred.
(3) The temperature distribution on reaction surface in O 2 supply case is wider with the increasing of T ini as well as the decreasing of relative humidity of supply gas, though that in air supply case is relatively even. In addition, T react -T ini in air supply case is higher than that in O 2 case.
(4) The additional water management system is necessary to obtain the good power generation performance of PEFC under high temperature operation.
